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In order to continue to enjoy our site, we request that you confirm your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Toggle Nav Chapter 2 Jonas' Father gives him the old: I remember when I was age open open, and Jonah starts thinking about all the other ceremonies he witnessed, like the ceremony for them, when Lily was, you know, one. Turns out, every year,
there are exactly five infants. When they turn one, they get called. Jonah' father confessed that he can sneak a spuck into the naming list before it is publicly announced. As a matter of fact, she's already done so for the sick baby she spoke about earlier. The baby's name is Gabriel. Or Gabe, as Jonah's father likes to call him. Thus, we learn that all these Ceremonies take place on
two days in December; that is to say, Ceremony for These and Ceremonies of the Twelve, etc. Every year, something happens to be a child. For example, when he's new, he gets his bike. Each child gets a year older together---- no individual birthdays. Although it's against the rules to ride a bicycle before turning nine, this apparently is one of the few rules that everyone breaks.
(Like jay-walk walk.) Apparently, once the regulations are established, they're really hard to change. Senior policies decide, really elderly people. Honcho's head coach is the Receiver, regardless of ever seeing. Meanwhile, Jonah's Father always recalled about when he was a child. Through remembering him, we learn what the great mysterious ritual of the Twelve means: it's time
everyone learns what his profession or it is going to be. Since Jonah's father was always good with children, he knew he would be a nourish. It turns out that the Elders look to the young (in a not in all creepy way...) to figure out what work they should have. Jonah is wonderful enough to be assigned—he seems like the children are a little class. Jonah' mother explains that the
Ceremony of the Twelve is the last ceremony; after that, no one keeps track of how old he/she is anymore. They stop seeing their friends, and life basically gets on their work afterwards. At that time, Lily showed up to ask her objects of comfort. (And with a name like that, who wouldn't?) Her mother reminds her that when she gets an eight, she's not going to allow her to keep her
comfort objects again. The object is an elephant, which Lily welcomes and happy to take to bed with her. Jonah knows that comfort objects are always imagined creature, like elephants. His own creature was an imagined creature, also called a bear. (!) So the private conversation is over, but Jonah still has no idea what he might allocate as a profession. Join today and never see
them again. By entering your email address you agree to receive emails from Shmoop and verify that you are over the age of 13. During what ceremonies do people receive their babies? They even called the babies whom the father was so cared about? Gabriel or Gabe What was Jonah to call? Lily How old did you have to be getting your first bike? Nine Which rules were almost
always broken by the community and not taken seriously? The older brothers and sisters taught their younger sisters how to go for a ride. What are the most important jobs in the community? The decision or the Elders Committee why was the ceremony of the Twelve important ceremony? Gave people their lives spots how their lives changed after Ceremony 12? no recreation
time, being trained what was the object of lily comfort? elephant wah was the object of Jonah's comfort? heavy bear
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